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Introduction

• Biomass procurement takes place in 

both ecological and industrial

environment

• Ecological environment includes

- Geography

- Meteorology

- Seasonality

- Randomness

- Unpredictability
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Seasonality,

randomness, 

unpredictability?

Sources: Finnish Meterological Institute, Statistics Finland, Fingrid



Modelling of biomass supply systems

Performance 
evaluation

models

• Cost-calculation models

• GIS-based models

• Simulation models

Optimization
models

• Deterministic models

• Stochastic models

• Multi-objective models

Ba et al. (2016)



Simulation can be used to

• evaluate the performance of 

 an existing logistics system

 a new system based on heuristic decision-

making

 a new system suggested by static analyses

(from e.g. optimization model)

• account for seasonality and stochasticity

• account for strong system interactions

 usually too complex for analytic models

Why simulation?



Example: profitability of logistics

solutions
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Solution 3
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Solution 1
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solutions



• Dynamic: able to change over time

 We need to account for the quality
changes of biomass on its way to the
end-user

• Dynamic: possibility to change
parameters

 We need to provide different logistical
options and possibility to change initial
data because of case-specific features
and randomness in actual cases

Dynamic simulation modelling



Application 1: Feed-in terminal

(partial simulation approach)

The objective of the simulation run is to 

secure a typical demand by nearby power

plant(s) 

• Runtime 1 year (Jul-Jun)

• Scalable and flexible model

• Spatial, but non-geographical

• Model user has liberties and responsibilities

• Input parameters are imported from

spreadsheetsH
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Feed-in terminal: Input data





Feed-in terminal: Result data



Application 2: Case Poland

(holistic simulation approach)
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Note! The location of the demand point (plant) in this presentation has been determined by random

WGS84 coordinates and is not based on any real plans to build a plant in this specific location.  



Other dynamic simulation applications

3) Simulation application for modelling imported

biomass deliveries

4) Simulation application for modelling biomass

reception of the plant

5) Simulation application for modelling

information management through ERP



Conclusions

• Growing biomass volumes bring economies of scale
benefits, but investments in logistics are also bigger than
before

• Who wants to try first?

• A simulation model can try, with low costs

• Vast amount of source data needed

• Simulation model brings temporal dimension to logistics
research

• Seasonality, randomness, unpredictability

• The most feasible solution in logistics is usually the most
sustainable

• Now: analyzed from result data

• Future: inclusion of runtime sustainability variables (e.g. 
fuel consumption, emissions) 



Simulation modelling contacts

olli-jussi.korpinen@lut.fi  

mika.aalto@lut.fi  

tapio.ranta@lut.fi
Thank you!


